
Fossils and extinct animals

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Mold fossil Fossil Ice age Endangered

Paleontologist Extinct Greenhouse effect Latitude

1. ______________ - organisms that are in danger of becoming extinct

2. ______________ - a species no longer living on Earth

3. ______________ - remains or evidence of a once living organism from long
ago; naturally preserved evidence of life

4. ______________ - the natural process by which heat energy is held near the
Earth's surface; the rise in temperature that the Earth experiences because
certain gases in the atmosphere trap energy from the Sun

5. ______________ - a geologic period when thick masses of ice from the
higher latitudes move into the lower latitudes

6. ______________ - the distance north or south of the equator, measured in
degrees

7. ______________ - a space that is found in rock that is in the shape of an
animal that once lived on Earth

8. ______________ - a scientist who observes, examines and studies fossils in
order to learn about the past
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Fossils and extinct animals

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Mold fossil Fossil Ice age Endangered

Paleontologist Extinct Greenhouse effect Latitude

1. endangered - organisms that are in danger of becoming extinct

2. extinct - a species no longer living on Earth

3. fossil - remains or evidence of a once living organism from long ago;
naturally preserved evidence of life

4. greenhouse effect - the natural process by which heat energy is held
near the Earth's surface; the rise in temperature that the Earth experiences
because certain gases in the atmosphere trap energy from the Sun

5. ice age - a geologic period when thick masses of ice from the higher
latitudes move into the lower latitudes

6. latitude - the distance north or south of the equator, measured in
degrees

7. mold fossil - a space that is found in rock that is in the shape of an
animal that once lived on Earth

8. paleontologist - a scientist who observes, examines and studies fossils in
order to learn about the past
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